
ESCI 386 – IDL Programming for Advanced Earth Science Applications 

Lesson 8 – Plots and Graphs 

 

Reading:  Bowman, Chapters 17, 18, and 19 

 

BASIC PLOTTING 

• The PLOT procedure is used to plot one variable against another. 

• The main arguments to the PLOT procedure are two arrays. 

o plot, x, y plots y as a function of x. 

• If you only specify one array, it plots it as a function of its indices. 

• You can choose different plotting symbols with the PSYM keyword. 

o A negative value for PSYM connects symbols with a line. 

o A positive value for PSYM doesn’t connect symbols with a line. 

• The type of line can be specified with the LINESTYLE keyword. 

o Options are solid, dashed, dotted, dash-dot, etc. 

• The thickness of the line is specified with the THICK keyword. 

• TITLE keyword creates a title for the plot 

• The OPLOT procedure will over plot, so you can put multiple plots on a single set of 

axes. 

• Using the /POLAR keyword in the plot procedure will treat the two arrays as the radius 

and angle for a polar-coordinate plot. 

o The angle coordinate is in radians, not degrees. 

• The sizes and thicknesses of characters annotating plots are controlled with the 

CHARSIZE and CHARTHICK keywords. 

 

A QUICK METHOD FOR SETTING UP ORDINIATE VALUES FOR PLOTS 

• A quick method to create an array of ordinate values for plots is as follows: 

xmin = minimum value of ordinate ; should be a float 

xmax = maximum value of ordinate ; should be a float 

n = number of data points ; should be an integer 

dx = (xmax – xmin)/FLOAT(n – 1) 

x = xmin + dx*FINDGEN(n)  ;  This is the array of values 
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• You could put this in an IDL function and have it available whenever you need to 

quickly generate the ordinate values for a plot. 

 

CONTROLLING AXES 

• The /XLOG and /YLOG keywords will make logarithmic axes. 

• XTITLE and YTITLE keywords creates titles for the x- and y-axes 

• XRANGE and YRANGE keywords specify the data ranges for the x- and y-axes. 

o IDL often rounds the values so your axes limits aren’t exactly what you specified in 

XRANGE and YRANGE. 

o To force IDL to use the exact limits in XRANGE and/or YRANGE, set the XSTYLE 

and/or YSTYLE keywords equal to unity (XSTYLE = 1, YSTYLE = 1). 

• XTICKS, XMINOR, YTICKS, and YMINOR keywords control the major and minor tick 

marks on the axes. 

• If all the y-values are positive, IDL makes the y-axis start at zero by default.  If you 

instead want it to start closer to the minimum value of the data, use the /YNOZERO 

keyword. 

• The MIN_VALUE and MAX_VALUE keywords give the minimum and maximum 

coordinates to plot.  

 

COORDINATES 

• There are three types of plot coordinates: 

o data coordinates – relative to the data arrays being plotted. 

o normal coordinates -  start at [0,0] at bottom left of plot window, and go to 

[1.0, 1.0] at the upper right. 

o system coordinates -  start at [0,0] at bottom left of plot window, and go to 

[x_size − 1, y_size − 1], where x_size and y_size are the sizes of 

plotting window in pixels. 

• You can convert between coordinate systems using the CONVERT_COORD() function. 

• Example:  To convert the data arrays x and y into normal coordinates, you would do 

result = convert_coord(x, y, /data, /to_normal) 
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o result would be a 2-D array of x and y in normal coordinates. 

 

ANNOTATING AND DRAWING ON PLOTS 

• The PLOTS procedure (not PLOT; note that it is plural) allows you to draw points and 

lines on an existing plot. 

• The XYOUTS procedure allows you to put text at various places on an existing plot. 

• The PLOTS and XYOUTS procedures both use data coordinates as default, but you can 

also have them use device or normal coordinates with the /DEVICE or /NORMAL 

keywords. 

 

MULTIPLE PLOTS PER PAGE 

• You can create multiple plots per page by using the !P.MULTI  system variable.  The 

format is 

!p.multi = [0, c, r]  

where c is the number of columns and r is the number of rows.  So, to plot 6 plots on a 

page, two plots wide and three plots high, you would use 

!p.multi = [0, 2, 3]  

 

• When finished, be sure to set 

!p.multi = 0 

 

MULTIPLE PLOT WINDOWS 

• You can open up another plot window using the WINDOW procedure. 

WINDOW, 0  ;  opens a window numbered “0” for plotting 

WINDOW, 1  ;  opens a window numbered “1” for plotting 

• The default window number is 0.  If you use the WINDOW procedure without specifying 

a new window number, it will default to zero, and overwrite the existing “0” window. 

• You can give the window a name using the TITLE keyword.  

• WINDOW, 2, title = “My newest window!” 

• The system variable !D.WINDOW contains the index of the current window. 

• You can change the current window using the WSET procedure. 
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WSET, 1   ;  makes window “1” the current window. 

• You can also specify the position and size of a new window using the XPOS, YPOS, 

XSIZE, AND YSIZE keywords. 

 

CHANGING FONTS IN TITLES AND ANNOTATIONS 

• You can use superscripts, subscripts, and Greek letters in the titles and annotations of 

your plots.  You do this with font-formatting commands. 

• The table below shows some of these commands. 

Command Effect 

!3 Return to default font 

!4 Greek characters 

!c New line 

!d Subscript 

!u Superscript 

!8 Italics 

!n Normal positioning and size 

• Example.  If you want your x-axis title to be “Flux (W m
−−−−2

)” you would use 

xtitle = “Flux (W m!u-2!n)” 

• These commands affect how the string is viewed on the screen, but may not print the 

way you intend, because the printer may not recognize or accept this type of font-

formatting command. 

 

SAVING PLOTS AS IMAGE FILES 

• To save the contents of a plot window as an image file (GIF, JPG, BMP, TIF, etc.), use 

the TVRD() function to save the contents of the window in a byte array.  Then use the 

WRITE_GIF, WRITE_JPEG, WRITE_BMP, WRITE_TIFF, or other such procedure to 

write the saved array to a file. 

o TVRD() is an “empty” function in that there are no required arguments (there are 

optional arguments).  However, you still need the parenthesis. 

• Example:  To save the contents of the current plot window as a JPEG file named 

“image.jpg”, you would use the following two statements: 
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a = TVRD() 

write_jpeg, ‘image.jpg’, a 

• The image file will look exactly like the image in the plot window, so if your plot 

window has a black background, so will your image file.  You can then open the image 

file in an image editing program to reverse the colors.  You could also write an IDL 

function that will reverse the colors before you write the image file. 

 

CONTOUR PLOTS 

• Contour plots are created using the CONTOUR procedure. 

• Example: 

contour, data 

would create a contour plot of the two-dimensional array named data. 

• Two optional one-dimensional arrays can be supplied giving the x and y positions of the 

data points in the array. 

contour, data, x, y 

• Contour can also contour irregularly gridded data. 

contour, data, x, y, /irregular 

o In this case, the data array and the position arrays (x and y) are all one-

dimensional. 

o The array x gives the x coordinate of each data point. 

o The array y gives the y coordinate of each data point. 

• The number of contours can be controlled with the NLEVELS keyword. 

• The /FILL and /CELL_FILL keywords can create filled contours. 

• The /FOLLOW keyword ensures that contours are labeled. 

• The  /OVERPLOT keyword allows over-plotting. 

• To get a plot that has filled contours and also has contour lines with values annotated, 

you can do 

contour, a, /fill 

contour, a, /overplot, /follow 
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SURFACE AND SHADED SURFACE PLOTS 

• Surface plots are created with the SURFACE procedure. 

• The keywords AZ and AX control the viewing angle of the z-and x-axes. 

• The /LOWER_ONLY and /UPPER_ONLY keywords plot only the lower or upper 

surfaces respectively. 

• The /HORIZONTAL keyword draws only lines perpendicular to the line of sight. 

• Shaded surface plots are created with the SHADE_SURF procedure. 

 

COMBINING SURFACE AND CONTOUR PLOTS 

• You can combine surface and contour plots to get some interesting effects.  For 

example, we could combine a shaded surface plot and two contour plots to get a plot 

like that shown below. 

 

The commands to create this plot were: 

shade_surf, a, /save 

contour, a, /noerase, /t3d, nlevels = 10 

contour, a, /noerase, /t3d, nlevels = 10, zvalue = 0.00 

 

BAR GRAPHS 

• IDL can easily plot bar graphs using the BAR_PLOT procedure. 

• Example: 

gas_usage = [45, 34, 22, 35, 40] 

month = [‘April’, ‘May’, ‘June’, ‘July’, ‘August’] 

bar_plot, gas_usage, barnames = month 
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MAPPING 

• IDL can draw maps and plot data over them. 

• The MAP_SET procedure draws the base map. 

o There are dozens of different map projection you can choose from with the 

MAP_SET procedure.  They are set using keywords. 

• The /CONTINENTS keyword plots the continental boundaries. 

• The /USA keyword plots the U. S. state boundaries. 

• The MAP_GRID procedure plots latitude/longitude grid lines You can use the OPLOT or 

PLOTS procedures to plot points and lines on the map you created with the MAP_SET 

procedure. 

• You can also use the CONTOUR procedure with the /OVERPLOT keyword to draw 

contour plots over a map. 

o When plotting contours over a map, the position arrays must be in latitude and 

longitude. 

 

ANIMATING IMAGES 

• IDL includes a procedure called XINTERANIMATE that allows you to animate image 

files. 

 

3-D PLOTTING 

• Interactive 3-D plots can be created using the XPLOT3D procedure. 


